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Dear all, 
A bumper edition this week to read. Hope you are all staying safe. 
Another week has flown by but there is a light at the end of the tunnel even 
though it is looking like next Easter before the vaccines will start to make a 
difference.  In the meantime it will be possible for us to get to meet up with the 
families at Christmas but please do take care Covid is still out there.  
This week for us has been relatively quiet but I have started another project of 
converting all my old VHS tapes into MP4 files because they are beginning to 
deteriorate with age, they go back 40 years plus. Very interesting seeing what 
life, clothes and cars were like in those days. 
For my sins next week, as I am asking people to tell their story, I will start to let 
you suffer mine. 
Attached this week is the Sydney Live Steam Locomotive Society Magazine that 
David passed on which makes a good read. 
I need to stop now as I am cooking Medallions of Pork tonight at the request of 
Lorema for her Birthday. 
Keep safe 
 Mike W 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
Brief club house NEWS  
I rang Hazel Payne on Wednesday evening to find out how Norman was 
progressing and I am pleased to announce he is back at home and I was able to 
have a short chat with him. He is still sore from his operation but looking 
forward to a full recovery. 

Everyone has obviously been wai ng for the end of the current stay at home 
policy, introduced on November 5th, to end on the 2nd December. 
Today’s government announcement (26Th Nov) looks as if we are going to be a 

er 2 area. This is obviously subject to governmental approval next week. 
The commi ee is having a virtual mee ng on Tuesday 8th Dec. to review our 
posi on when we have confirma on and a full understanding of what has been 
announced by government. The aim will be to offer guidelines on what the 
commi ee believe is an acceptable, totally voluntary, club ac vity in the 
current climate.  
 
Thanks to Andrew S, Andrew B, and Tom Broome for continuing with the 
security visits. 

Mike W. 
 
 
 
 
Mike P’s  Musings  no.34 
   Our club roof has been in the planning pipeline for a long me, but it is 
finished now and looks very good, so thanks to all those who organized 
everything.  Each day, I walk different routes in Haywards Heath and have been 
amazed at how much building work has been going on around the town 
throughout the pandemic. 
  Just recently, I reported that work had started in the old council compound at 
the back of the club field, south of our long tunnel.  Ac vity has picked up 
there in the last two weeks, and I can see it from the foot path on the south 
side.  The brick depot buildings have now been demolished and the area 
cleared and levelled and enclosed with a sturdy fence.  It’s difficult to get a 



 
 

photograph that shows the extent of the work so far, but I took these shots 
from the bank above the cu ng at the south end of the long tunnel. 

            
   

  The old depot provides quite a substan al building plot, probably 200 or 
300metres long, by 100metres across.  Maybe 12 to 15 houses I suspect. 
The back road into the club, Bolnore road, is also undergoing work. When the 
new houses along this road were being built, the pavement was edged with 
heavy wooden mbers. These are now being removed and replaced with 
proper concrete curb stones. I cha ed with the supervisor there and he said 
they would eventually resurface the sec on that is the responsibility of Crest 
Nicholson, one of the developers of the Bolnore village site.  

   
Bolnore road, itself, is mostly private, which means different sec ons belong to 
different sets of houses!  As I understand it, being a Bolnore resident myself, 



 
 

the plan is to bring the bus route out through the currently blocked off estate 
road that leads from the village into Bolnore road. We shall see.  
Stay safe. Four weeks un l Christmas…..get your le ers off to Santa soon! 
My ‘Lockdown’ Lifeboat for ‘Chie ain’  
by Chris Greatley       
I so enjoy the many contribu ons to the Wharfedale News that I felt the need 
to put pen to paper so to speak.  Not loco related it gives a window on scratch 
building a ship model.     
My interest in modelling includes locos but, despite drawing out the frames 
and mo on for a Stanier 3 cylinder tank some 50 years ago nothing was 
actually built.   For years, my modelling output has been governed by the life 
intrusions of work and too many old houses!  
However, the direct result of this lockdown business has been the injec on of 
effort into a project started in 1988!   Far too long languishing under covers in 
the workshop, restarted, albeit slowly two years ago when my work life finally 
came to an end.  Now my lockdown ‘sanity maintenance visits’ to the 
workshop have catapulted it forward.  The construc on of the lifeboat, 
although only seven inches long, took 10 weeks to complete. 
I am no sailor but I have always been drawn to ship modelling with a river tug 
and a grab dredger completed.  The dredger project also lost out in the 
compe on for me, taking some 26 years to reach frui on. 

 
Chie ain--- in November 2020 

 

Following comple on of the dredger, I was looking for a new model when the 
ex- Port of London Salvage vessel ‘Yantlet’ complete with divers showed up to 



 
 

work on the sea water intake at the power sta on.   I was taken by its’ 
a rac ve lines, not too large it would make a good looking model and so my 
third ship model project was born.  
Purchased from the PLA by C-Li  Marine from Sandwich shortly before I first 
saw it, the name had been changed to Chie ain. The mast derrick had been 
removed, replaced with a tracked mobile crane chained to the foredeck and 
the dominant colour had been changed from light green to dark blue.    
The owners helpfully allowed me on board at Dover to get photos and loaned a 
number of the original shipyard drawings for copying.  Their promo onal 
literature had some aerial photos at sea and FotoFlite provided several more 
photos from 1988 which provide pre-modifica on detail not available from my 
own photos.   
Chie ain walks the line between a working model and life in a glass case.   That 
demands maximum replica on of small detail but needs to be robust enough 
to be handled, and to suffer a degree of wetness too.   
The detailing and construc on methods call for a mix of materials to get it to 
‘look right’ and Obechi wood, marine ply, Styrene, Perspex and brass have all 
been used but at mes gluing these together presents a challenge.    
My previous models have been ½” to 1  (ie 1;24),  the scale for Chie ain is 
3/8” to 1    (1:32) which even though smaller is  4  6” overall long and 
weighing in at around 44lbs it is quite a beast.  The lifeboat is around 7 inches 
long.  
With so much of the ship to work on why start on the lifeboat?   To stop ge ng 
too bored I need to vary my modelling diet every few days, so my ac vi es 
move round the vessel to get a mix of basic building and detailing work.  The 
lifeboat became top of the list as I worked round the superstructure adding 
detailing and progressing toward the start of pain ng.   I got to the davits, boy 
are they complicated shapes to replicate and as the davits and lifeboat must 
marry up precisely, halfway through the davits the course changed to the 
lifeboat.    
The Shipyard drawings show two boats, the port side had a square stern while 
the starboard side one had two round ends.  Since launch in 1957 the 
starboard boat had been replaced with a divers’ decompression chamber, bit of 
luck, only one to make.  
 The lifeboat equipment drawing did not detail the boats, they were shown 
only as outlines.  The first job then was to get the correct external shape, a bit 



 
 

of crea vity was needed because the lifeboat in my photos differed from the 
outlines, and also it had to look right and fit into the davits. 
A set of waterline drawings was needed, so out with graph paper and, star ng 
with the outlines the shape of ten frames was generated largely by freehand 
drawing.   Ge ng both sides of each frame iden cal by freehand proved 
impossible, I had to resort to drawing one side then photocopying that and cut 
and s ck to get the other side.     
The ver cal profiles were then used to plot horizontal waterlines at a number 
of levels up each frame.  The outcome had to be smooth curves otherwise 
there would be lumps and bumps and gaps between planks and the ‘low’ 
frames.  The drawing stage took several hours of reworking prior to cu ng the 
frames. 
1/32” ply (actually nearer to 1mm) was used for the frames and 1/16” (1.5mm) 
ply for the keel.  How I hate the mix of material sizes that metrica on has 
brought, modelling supplies from the US are s ll imperial so differences in 
sourcing makes life unnecessarily complex.  The difference between 1/32” and 
1mm might sound small but it is 20% thicker, and thou’s count when trying to 
achieve fine detail. 
A jig was made to rigidly fix the frames and keel and maintain the shape during 
the build.  It all needed to be strong enough to resist the bending of the planks 
and a lot of handling.    
  

 
The keel and frames set in the jig prior to planking. 

 



 
 

The horizontal waterlines were tested by pulling round a plank, odd high spots 
were revealed with high spots filed down un l the plank contacted all the 
frames.     
 

 
 

Planking Started 
Working evenly on both sides to minimise the bending stresses. 

 
The full-size was plainly moulded (I suspect glass fibre & resin) and that 
demanded a smooth external finish.   To get that I opted for 1/16” obechi strip 
wood which was thick enough to be sanded, even severely in places!    
1/16” thick planks, rounded to the dreaded metric should have been 1.5mm, 
but the plank material supplied was of various thicknesses up to 1.8mm!   So 
irrespec ve of how good the planking was, quite a bit of sanding was needed 
to knock down the lumps and bumps!   
At 4mm wide the planks could be shaped and with the aid of a set of rollers, 
curved.  Each plank was fi ed to the previous prior to gluing in place with a 
waterproof wood glue and clamped securely because of the spring as they 
were pulled round. The glue took a couple of hours to cure before the clamps 
could be released, that limited my output to a maximum of 2 planks on each 
side in a day, thus the job dragged out for days.   
As the planking progressed there was less frame available for small engineers 
clamps to restrain the planks.  



 
 

 
Increasingly desperate measures were needed to pull the last few planks onto 
the stern as the photo shows. 
 

 
      
Released from the jig and trimmed up.  Encouraging but s ll a long way to go! 



 
 

 
 

 
 
Fixings for the grab rails on the outside bo om were nu ed and the 
floorboards fi ed. 
The frames which also double as seat supports are substan ally over-scale to 
take the stress of planking and to give rigidity.  The result is the  
Floor on the model is higher than on the original by a scale 8 inches.  I guess 
any occupants will be si ng with their knees in their chest! 
 



 
 

 
Grab rails, ropes and rubbing strakes fi ed.  Finished and painted 

The obechi planks were not  good quality,  the wood had a very open grain 
which seemed to open up even more when bent round the frames, that proved 
to be real problem at the pain ng stage.   
Even two coats of cellulose sanding sealer and much rubbing down proved 
insufficient to stop the grain grinning through when painted.  Indeed it took too 
many coats of paint, rubbed down between each, to cover the grain properly.  
A few days between each coat to harden before  being rubbed down made 
progress tediously slow.   
The pain ng went on for weeks before I was sa sfied with the finish.  That 
experience was not wasted as it has pre-warned me of the cau on needed 
when I get to pain ng the whole model.  The detail will not allow rubbing down 
between coats,  just one shot at it which has to be right.   More issues to 
surmount! 
 
The finished lifeboat temporarily fi ed to the falls.  
Described as a Class III Square stern lifeboat for 16 persons 
Oversize frames have been trimmed back to look less prominent.   
The internal detail was scaled from my photos.   The seats are made from 20 
thou veneer and took several a empts to get the fit round the frames correct. 
The solid buoyancy under the side seats was panelled in with T&G planking, 
replicated with 20 thou thick mahogany veneer strips.  Coated with sanding 
sealer it looks the business.  
With three pairs of oars s ll to carve and the davits s ll need final detailing.  
The full-size pulley blocks of the falls were cas ngs, I have built mine up from 
brass sheet each with three individual pulley wheels 30 thou wide.  The whole 



 
 

assembly then soldered, some of the wheels s ll turn but most fell vic m to 
the flow of solder despite my best efforts to cool one side whilst soldering the 
other.   An interes ng detail, the lower block has its’ centre pulley wheel half a 
diameter above the two side wheels.  I assume that design would stop the 
block ‘falling over’ when un-hooking the boat during a launch.    
 
 

The arrangement 
of the davits 
suggests that 
launching the 
lifeboat would 
take a coordinated 
effort by the crew 
and some me too 
which would no 
doubt raise the 
emo ons if it was 
actually sinking. 
Launching was 
presumably much 
prac ced, maybe 
an ex sea going 
club member will 
fill in with some 
experiences?      
No launch date for 
Chie ain yet, I 
suppose it will 
depend on how 
much lockdown 
we s ll have to 
endure!   I look 

forward to seeing you all at Beech Hurst with Adrian once again.  Keep Safe.  
 
Chris Greatley 
20.11.20 



 
 

Firing a 9F.  Part 1. 
By John Richardson. 
After completing about a dozen turns as 3rd man, Bob Deeth, our Loco’ 
Superintendent joined us one day on 73096 and told the fireman he 
wanted to see me fire a trip. 73096 remains the favourite of all the 
engines I fired on the Mid-Hants but on this particular day I didn’t think I 
had done particularly well. Although nothing was said to me at the time, 
it must have been good enough to get Bob’s seal of approval, because 
when I checked the roster board to see when my next turn was going to 
be, I found I was already marked down as the fireman and the engine 
was ‘9F’ number 92203, now called ‘Black Prince’ - what an engine to 
have for one’s maiden firing turn! I must admit that the thought of being 
in charge of the boiler on this huge beast so early in my footplate career 
fairly terrified me but I was not going to go down without trying. 

 
This particular ‘9F’ belonged to the popular artist David Shepherd, who 
was famous particularly for his elephant pictures but is better known 
amongst the railway fraternity for his series of paintings at Nine Elms 
and other engine sheds during the final months of steam on the 
Southern. Mr. Shepherd is derided by certain of the ‘arty’ community for 
being an illustrator rather than a true artist, presumably on the grounds 
that when he has finished painting a particular subject, you can actually 
recognise what it’s meant to be! For me however, he has captured 
exactly the feelings of despair and waste that accompanied the last days 
of main line steam, when all that had been so carefully built up over the 
previous hundred and more years was so recklessly discarded, virtually 
overnight, by the faceless accountants who ran British Railways. David 
Shepherd himself was obviously so moved by what he saw, that he 
promptly went out and bought himself two steam locomotives and saved 
them from the scrap men. These engines were the ‘9F’ as noted above 
and ‘Standard class 4’ 4-6-0 number 75029 which he called ‘The Green 



 
 

Knight’. 
And was this ‘Brave New World’ of diesel and electric traction such a 
great leap forward?  Did we all eagerly anticipate a train journey any 
more than before? I think not. The main differences that I could see were 
firstly, that with the wholesale closures of stations and branch lines, there 
were now a lot fewer places you could actually go to by train and 
secondly, that we had lost that wonderful steam engine aroma in 
exchange for stinking diesel fumes, which can be had in any traffic jam. 
Well OK then, so what’s wrong with electric traction; that at least is 
pollution free isn’t it? I’m afraid not: all we have done here is to transfer 
the locomotive exhaust to the power station chimney and every time the 
driver of an electric train opens the power handle, another dollop of 
greenhouse gas goes up into the atmosphere (unless of course it’s a 
nuclear power station). 
There is also the question of visual pollution to consider. The image of a 
steam train puffing across the landscape is a pleasure to many and 
somehow seems to blend in but even if you can’t stand the sight of the 
things, when the train has passed the scene of rural tranquillity returns. 
With electric traction however, the overgrown cat’s cradle of catenary 
wire, insulators and support gantries marching across the country is an 
eyesore to everyone and never goes away.  
Having aired my somewhat jaundiced opinions of modern railways, I 
would hasten to add that all the trains I have travelled on recently have 
been quiet, comfortable and fast – even though there may no longer be 
a window to lower on a leather strap, so that you can hang out to spot 
the quarter mile posts! 
Returning to ‘Ropley Manor’ once again, I signed on and started to read 
the notices. Before commencing any turn of duty, it is essential to read 
these, so you will know about temporary speed restrictions, water 
availability and the like. The previous driver’s report card will also be 
studied, to see if there are any defects to watch out for on the engine. 
On this occasion there was nothing of any consequence on the report 
card but a note on the board caught my eye, stating that the engine was 
not to be cleaned, as it was required for filming purposes and had to look 
authentically dirty, which was fine by me as it meant one less chore to 
perform. 
After unlocking the shed and collecting the rags and paraffin for lighting 
up, I walked outside and found the engine standing in the yard instead of 
over the pit. Seen thus from ground level, instead of from platform level, 
the locomotive looked to be a very powerful brute, with the small driving 
wheels accentuating the bulk of the huge boiler. 
Throwing up my shovel onto the footplate, together with the leather bag 
containing my lunch and the rule book, plus a bucket of tools and my tea 
can, all of which were by now my usual footplate accessories, I mounted 



 
 

the steps and surveyed the cab. Apart from the width of the boiler facing 
me, everything was almost identical to the ‘Standard 5’, so I felt at home 
almost immediately. A look into the firebox showed a grate that was 
roughly the same size as on a Bulleid ‘West Country’ but very much 
shallower and with only a slight slope toward the front. This is because 
the grate and ashpan on these engines have to be carried above the 
rearmost coupled axle, instead of the trailing truck as on the Bulleids. 
The ‘9Fs’ were undoubtedly the finest heavy freight engine to run on 
British Railways, and if they had any deficiencies at all, then the ashpan, 
which for the reasons stated above, was also quite shallow and 
therefore of small capacity, was it. For my part though, I was happy 
enough to see the shallower grate, because it would obviously require a 
lot less shovelling to fill it! 
The usual checks for water and steam showed we had three quarters of 
a glass and 40 pounds of steam, so there would be plenty of time for 
preparation. After operating the rocking grate and knocking as much of 
the residues as possible through the gaps with the fire irons, there was 
still a fair bit left in the corners which are difficult to reach, so I decided to 
get in the firebox and clear it by hand. I always reckon that if you start 
the day with a thoroughly clean fire, then you are giving yourself the best 
chance of completing the turn without steaming troubles. 
When I was at sea, it was quite often necessary to get in the furnace 
side of boilers which still had some steam pressure and providing you 
took sensible precautions, like ensuring your mate was standing by the 
door in case you got in trouble, there was really nothing to it. With a 
locomotive, the first job is remove the deflector plate with the shovel 
blade and then put on a face mask to avoid inhaling the dust. The blower 
should be cracked on slightly which will draw some fresh air in through 
the door. I always go in feet first and face down, which means that you 
can feel the heat on your legs before you get all the way in and can 
decide whether to chicken out or not. In this case, it seemed OK, so I 
extended my arms straight out above my head and wriggled in the rest 
of the way. Once inside, it took only a few minutes work with the shovel 
to scrape the remaining ash and clinker down into the ashpan. 
Sometimes you may find a few stubborn bits of clinker adhering to the 
fire bars; these can usually be whacked off with whatever tool comes to 
hand – a nice meaty spanner from the tool locker usually does the trick. 
While in the box you can also take a good look at the tubeplate to check 
for leaks and to remove any clinker ‘bird nests’ that may be blocking the 
tube ends. If you are feeling really keen, the ash can be shovelled down 
from the top of the brick arch as well, although I would normally only 
bother to do this if it was up to the bottom rows of tubes. 
 
John R. to be continued. 



 
 

Special trains. 
The Toblerone Train, 
 

 
 

Toblerone Chocolate was created by Emil Baumann & Theodor Tobler (1876–
1941) in Bern, Switzerland, in 1908. Emil Baumann, the cousin of Theodor 
Tobler, created the unique recipe consis ng of milk chocolate including nougat, 
almonds, and honey. Theodor Tobler came up with the dis nc ve teardrop 
shape and packaging.  
When they did a re-launch in1996 they had a special train designed for them 
and they did a tour of Europe handing out free samples to passengers on the 
pla orms of the sta on it stopped at.   
Mike W. 
 

…………. 
 
 
 
Andrew Ellis 
Mike P suggested that one of my paintings would make a nice Christmas card. I 
would like to do some more snowy landscapes but that is another challenge in 
watercolour. As watercolourists will know layering paints is difficult and the 
method is generally to work from light to dark. The snowy landscape was 
painted in acrylics. There are a few things I would like to improve so hopefully 
a snowscape will appear this side of Christmas. Perhaps I can even get some 
cards made Covid permitting. This week’s picture is an acrylic fictional 
landscape from several years ago. I arranged to have it copied onto a cushion 
cover for a birthday present (by request, I hasten to add!).  



 
 

With Christmas decorations going up everywhere maybe we can all be inspired 
to make something Christmassy. I recently made my mincemeat for my usual 
victims although this year I tried a pear, cranberry and sherry recipe from Good 
House Keeping magazine. It is also time to practice Christmas tunes on my 
ukulele, tin whistle and concertina. We usually have a family playalong each 
year. It normally either gets interrupted by roars of laughter or frustration at 
the upteenth retry because someone (no names) lost their place yet again. 
None of use are natural music readers and have to do a translation in our 
heads which is very slow so we usually use tablature of some sort.  
Enough of me rambling. Stay safe everyone. I for one am looking forward to 
seeing everyone and being back at Beech Hurst next year. It’s looking more 
hopeful I would say.  
 

 
 
Andrew E. 



 
 

News From Afar - 25 Nov. 

       
 

 
Friday Work 

 

   
Keith and I started early to finish this last bay of the pergola before it got to hot. 

We started around 8.00 and had finished the sheeting by just after 9.00 but even by 
then our shirts were soaking wet. We spent the next hour or so cleaning up and 

putting away stuff and then test driving the pergola to see if the shade was up to the 
required standard. Seen above, Mick R sitting whilst Keith is asking him if the shade 

was adequate.  
 

We have to manufacture a small section to go from the end of that structure to the 
end of the kiosk. We have selected all the required material from our collection of 

‘stuff’ and will try and get the frame or it erected Wednesday 25th. 

 
From the picture under you will see that we will have to secure more of the outdoor 

fancy furniture. 

Pan in a puddle 

 



 
 

 
 
 

Sunday Sizzle. 
 
 

  
 
The structure was erected to keep the sun off, but Sunday last for our little ‘sausage 
sizzle’, ( if the term is not known over there, it is a type of BBQ, but only sausages in 
bread with onion and ‘stuff’) if was used to keep the rain off. 

 

Monday Works. 
 

 Overnight Sunday into Monday morning, here at home we had 48mm of rain most of 
it within thunder storms. To be expected site work Monday morning was all inside. 



 
 

Nothing really to take pictures of. During our lunch break we had another downpour 
and that added another 15mm in 30 minutes.  

Our club house has a steel roof and we had to stop our discussions as we could not 
hear each other as the rain was so loud on the roof 

… 
 

In the evening, for an hour or so, our visit from a Cub /Scout group managed to go 
ahead as the rain had stopped.  

 
Around 20 or so in total, we split them into three groups. 

 
 

 
 



 
 

  
 

Above, Mark left and Timm 
explain how it all works to one 

of the groups. 

 
Left, Mark explaining the 

wonders of ‘Ajax’ to a 
somewhat temporarily 
distracted onlooker.  

 

 
 
 

 
 

Peter M in his workshop explaining the challenges of his engine build. 
 



 
 

 
Finally 
they 

all get 
one 
last 
ride 
with 

driver 
Greg 
Z at 
the 

controls.  
It was a lot darker than the picture indicates. 

 

Something Totally Golden 
 

 
 

Tuesday morning I had a trip to one of my ‘fossicking’ spots just to look for some 
gold, ‘colour’ anyway, by that I mean any sight of gold found by panning, usually very 
fine specks. Above is some of my collection over the years. DO NOT GET EXCITED, 
I have yet to recoup my petrol money. Its just a fun day out in the bush really, away 

from everything and mostly everyone. 
 



 
 

 
 

Above is what I would typically find after panning a full pan of gravel and the like. 
Below some of the gear used to find it. Usually what is in the green pan. 

 

 
On the left are a couple of other types or styles of gold pan. The one underneath is 

‘old school’ metal type, whilst the black is just a smaller and different style.  
The right shows a couple of sieves that I sometimes take. 

 
Below is one of the areas I go, Warri Bridge on the Shoalhaven River near the 

township of Braidwood NSW. The areas indicated are rock bars across the river 
which is where I tend to look. 

 



 
 

… 
 

Wednesday Work 
 

Keith and I with he help of 
Darryl managed to get this 
7200mm long beam in 
place. Heavy. 
 
We moved the sheets from 
our stack ready to fix over 
the next couple of days. Not 
a long job, its just going to 
be hot, 30C+. Early starts 
and finishes. Short shifts. 
 
  
 

 
 
 

We had a group of visitors for morning tea and so forth which was great but put a 
stop on work for a while. 
These gents are from Tuggeranongs Men’s Shed 

 
. 
 
 
 
Mark explains another of his 
collection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A delightful group which gave us some great ideas for the future.  
 

….. 
 



 
 

A rare sight 
 

 
 

On the way home yesterday, Tuesday. This brave man was spotted riding near the 
airport. Not exactly my preference of transport. 

I could have sworn I heard him listening to a certain suite of ballet music by 

Tchaikovsky, but I may be wrong. 
… 

Cleve, our wonderful treasurer, says he loves reading the newsletters but has yet to 
see a picture of himself in any. 

 
So here he is. The controller of the funds. Today, as with many other occasions he 

organised the catering for the visitors and all. A fine job he did to. 
 

 
 



 
 

Stay well. 
 

David - Canberra - 25th November 2020   
 

   
 

 
 

Bungendore Station. 
 

Between Canberra and Braidwood. 
‘John Holland’ tamper unit also parked there. 

 

 

 

Puzzle corner. 

Lorema’s last week’s challenge. 

Answers Cryptic Towns and Cities. 

1. Dover. 2. Winchester. 3. Edinburgh. 4. Doncaster. 5. York. 
6. Exeter. 7. Folkestone. 8. Fulham. 9. Crewe. 10. Nottingham. 
11. Newport. 12. Holyhead. 13 Stoke. 14. Preston. 15. Oxford. 
16. Dumfries. 17. Margate. 18. Coventry. 19. Carlisle.  
20 Leicester. 

 



 
 

Lorema’s this week challenge. 
Using the numbers work out what the ini als stand for.   

1 365  D I A Y Days in a year. 
2 100 P I A P   
3 26 L O T A  
4 24 H I A D  
5 11 P I A F T  
6 101 D  
7 T 12 D O C  
8 100 C M I A M  
9 1000 M L I A L  

10 60 M I A H  
11 T I D C  
12 T 3 W M  
13 10 G B H O T W  
14 A T W I 80 D  
15 20000 L U T S  
16 3 B M  
17 T 6 W O H T E  
18 4 A T B B B I A P  
19 60 S I A M  
20 T 7 D S  

I lied!  

 
It’s not triangular and Toblerone had nothing to do with it!  
Someone squashed it up using Photoshop. The train is a former Kinki 
Nippon Railway – “Kintetsu” – KuMo270 series EMU. It was built in 
1977 by Kinki Sharyo for the 2’6”/762mm gauge Hokusai line from 
Nishi-Kuwana to Ageki, near Nagoya. This line had been set to close, 
but was instead taken over by the Sangi Railway.’  
My thanks go to all who keep sending me the material. 
If you have something for the NEWS please contact me  
 mike.wakeling@b nternet.com    Mobile 07921819724  


